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‘I am like you
We are like sand and sea
And that is why I need you so much
I am like you
We are like day and night
And for each other always only there
Forever only there!
And you know
Yet I leave you the freedom
Because then it is easier to remain true to oneself
Me just like you
Just that (just that), that makes our love different
That makes our love so different
And I think that is good
I am like you
We are like sand and sea
And that is why I need you so much
I am like you
I am like you
Just like you
Whatever comes
You and I will never part
We just get to know each other better
Me just like you
Just that (just that), that makes our love different
That makes our love so different
And I think that is good
I am like you’ Marianne Rosenberg - I am like you

Leo MN2033 at the training center. video stills

TRAINING YOUR BEST FRIEND: A CHARACTER TEST
2 channel, 8:16 min, loop, video installation, 2020

In the work “Training Your Best Friend: A Character Test“ the co-evolutionary
relationship between human and machine is examined. Whether there is a co-evolutionary process between human and machine, and how a co-evolution between
human and machine plays out, is reflected on the basis of the historical background
and future significance of the battle tank.
Tanks are declared dead every few years, but do not disappear from the contemporary
arsenal of weapons. Will the tank of the future perhaps have a completely different
form in the context of a digital battlefield?
“This process increasingly complements the co-evolution of human and animal.
Another mutation of the human-dog relationship is already foreseeable, namely the
mutation to a human-machine relationship. It follows the logic of domestication.
The dog is a product of breeding intervention in the wild forms of nature - a mirror
of art, not of nature, as was already said in the Roman antiquity (canis est speculum
artis, non naturae). If one replaces the word “art” simply with “technology”. Then it
seems logical that the breeding of the dog is more and more drawn into the domain
of technology”. (Eduard Kaeser: Ich trotze, also bin ich)
LEO MN2033, a “companion species”, is an AI trained with shepherd dog data
that serves both as a pet companion and a protector machine in everyday life. Leo
has been assigned to the category of working dogs, which is subject to the strict
and constantly monitored requirements of the German Electronic Shepherd Dog
Association. For this, both dog and owner must pass a character test.
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Leo during tracking training. video still.

Leo at the homebase. installation.

Advertisement of the German Electronic Shepherd Dog Association

Advertisement of the German Electronic Shepherd Dog Association
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Pledge line up. video still.

Leo at work. video still.

‘Military service requires attitude and conscience. For the citizen in uniform exists only with a civic conscience.
As citizens, we are all called upon to stand up to the challenge and bring
the values of our constitution to life in our daily dealings with one another.
And as a citizen in uniform, you make it clear with your pledge today that
you place yourself in a special way in the service of this mission.
So it is up to you, soldiers. You, each and every one of you, will shape the
future - with your character, your attitude, your respect for others and for
your mission.‘

‘The world is beautiful, the world is so beautiful, he who does not like this
world is to be pitied. Come with me, come with me to the land of love, because this important step has to be taken as a pair. If two people understand
each other in love, then the world is beautiful for them everywhere. The world
is beautiful, the world is so beautiful, if you laugh into life, if possible as a
couple, the world is rosy.’

2019 pledge speech (excerpt) of German minister of defence
Annegret Kramp-Karrenbauer

Hans Carste/Schuricke-Terzett - Schön ist die Welt (1938)
Concept & Film: Kathrin Hunze
Camera: Thomas Hack, Kathrin Hunze
Tank Team: Jörn Klipp Panzerpower, Daniel Theiler
Game Music: Milton; Visual
Sound Design: Kathrin Hunze
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<cross perception>

<cross perception>

Fulldome Audiovisual Video Installation,fulldome
Loop, 6:16
mininstallation, artistic research project, 2020
video

<cross perception> Video Stills

A limitless space. Everything moves. Light, shapes and colours. Human and
machine let their eyes wander around and try hard to recognize something.
The human seeks orientation, the machine calculates. The machine
recognises an object. It imagines how it sounds. The sound influences the
human expectation: machine and human perception interlock. The machine
is not always right, its wealth of experience is limited. It transmits its bias
to the human being. The human perceptual apparatus looks for simple
explanations for sensory impressions. Which explanation is used for
given sensory impressions depends not only on the experiences
but also on the expectations of the human being. In an immersive
installation we create an interplay between the machine and human
perception.
<cross perception> wants to raise the question of how experiences and
expectations shape our perception and which perspectives dominate,
blur or disappear in this interplay. The implementation in the dome
puts the process of perception of and between man and machine on
an immersive level, which dissolves the boundaries of the spatial. The
viewers are challenged to perceive, recognize and experience objects in
parallel in their own and the machine’s perceptual process. Above and
inside the dome itself functions as a massive, meaningful device that
connects human and machine in the virtual space.
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Camera movement as an invisible red thread

Sensory perception in an endless space

The starting point of the audiovisual composition is a red thread in virtual
reality. The red thread has different meanings in different cultures, for
example as a guiding thought, a signpost or representing fate. What all
meanings have in common is a “connection”. In the composition, the
invisible red thread represents the connection between the perception
of the human and the machine on 5 levels in virtual reality. The 5 levels
deal audiovisually with the quote: ‘Contrariwise, if it was so, it might be;
and if it were so, it would be; but as it isn’t, it ain’t. That’s logic.’ (Alice
Through the Looking Glass, Chapter IV). In the boundless space there is
no beginning and end, they are connected at infinity. What may appear
as the end is the beginning and vice versa. The sensory perception is a
perpetual process, which is represented by the red thread in an endless
loop. This repetitive process of a loop enables us to experience ever new
sensory perceptions.

Everyday objects and sound sources are connected with the red thread and
form a boundless environment, allowing human and machine to perceive,
recognise and remember. The perception of the machine is represented
by three-dimensional polyhedra. These cubes are controlled by an artificial
neural network for object recognition. The stronger the colour of the
cubes, the more precisely the machine recognises an object. Which object
the machine perceives is indicated by a sound. The sound sources were
calculated directly from the camera coordinates and the line of sight.
This also leads to misperceptions, which the human being perceives as
a repeating sound and where the human tries to locate the sound and
recognise an object. Everyday objects created by photogrammetry and
3D modelling are sometimes faulty in their surface or structure, sometimes
clearly recognisable. Thus, the process of perception of human and machine
is made more difficult on the one hand, and on the other hand space for
creativity and imagination is generated. Granular synthesis and spectral
freezes are used to create a limitless space in a dome environment. In
addition, the sound of a ticking clock triggers a resonator that becomes
less and less percussive as the piece progresses, providing the basis for a
lying surface. The result is an audiovisual interaction between human and
machine in virtual space.
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The project is part of TRANSFORM, a collaborative project between Angewandte
Vienna, Johannes Kepler University Linz, and Donau University Krems, funded by
the Austrian Federal Ministry of Education, Science and Research.
Visual Production & Concept: Kathrin Hunze
Machine Learning: Thomas Hack, Jan Schlüter
Sound Production & Concept:
Martin Gasser (Department for Cross-Disciplinary Strategies, Angewandte Vienna)
Jan Schlüter, Silvan David Peter (Institute for Computational Perception, JKU Linz)
Curation & Concept: Christine Böhler (Department for Cross-Disciplinary Strategies,
Angewandte Vienna)

Outside and inside the dome at Ars Electronica 2020 in Kepler’s Garden
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THE FUTURE IS TAKING SHAPE!
1 channel video, 3:10 min, loop, 2020

The future is taking shape!
Behind hermetically sealed doors ideas mature into reality!
A new agricultural system becomes reality!
The idea becomes reality!
Realization of the thought!
The future is taking shape!
Realized in functional form!
Clearly arranged point by point!
Umlauftank 2 of the TU Berlin
Part of the project ‘Places of Science’ with Lilli Kuschel, UdK Berlin
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BRING ME! GIVE ME! CUT ME!

3 channel video installation, performance, 5:18 min, 2019
CRISPR-Cas9
Bring me a gene
Encoding for a specific protein
Make a few snips at this coded locus
You work so well inside a streptococcus
Cas9
I'm so alone
Without your scissors in my chromosome
Cut me up and do it clean
CRISPR-Cas9 bring me a gene
CRISPR-Cas9
Keep me a gene
A viral sequence you've already seen
Chopped into bits and stored as genomic
With clustered repeats
That are palindromic
Cas9
Bind with this code
Use it to target infections of old
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Immunized like a vaccine
CRISPR-Cas9 keep me a gene
CRISPR-Cas9
Cut me a gene
With a precision that I've never seen
Unzip a strand and interrogate it
Seek out your sequence until you locate it
Cas9
Lock into place
And do your job as endonuclease
Chop just like a guillotine
CRISPR-Cas9 cut me a gene
Snip snap!
CRISPR-Cas9
CRISPR-Cas9
CRISPR-Cas9
Bring me a gene
By commandeering my repair routine
A strand to match your severed location
For some homologous recombination
Cas9
Cheap and precise
Rewriting genomes from microbes to mice
And soon the humble human being
CRISPR-Cas9 bring me a gene
CRISPR-Cas9
Give us a gene
Give us a miracle like that one Nazarene
‘Cause giving the lame their legs and the blind their sight is
In view for dystrophy and retinitis
But CRISPR-Cas9
What if you fall
Outside our power and inside us all
That really could incite a scene

Send in a viral infection to ferry a
Cure to the cells of an HIV carrier
Freed of disease as we're free to uncover
What nature and accident failed to discover
And free to be other than
All that we ever have been
CRISPR-Cas9
CRISPR-Cas9
Oh CRISPR-Cas9
Bring us a gene
You wondrous ribonucleoprotein
You have the power to vanquish or save us
Who would have thought that the microbe
that gave us
Cas9
S. pyogenes
The source of strep and flesh-eating disease
Housed this marvellous machine
Full of uses great and obscene
CRISPR-Cas9 bring us
Please don't sting us
Cas9 bring us a gene
With adenine
And thiamine
Incite a scene
Cas9 bring us a gene!
Lyrics: A Capella Science

When this terrible wonderful power unsettling
Opens the door to unethically meddle
Is ev’ry congenital malady bettered
Sufficient to warrant genetics unfettered
To modify man in the manner of Gattaca
Raise up a mammoth or make a rattata
Dramatical medical means to eradicate aging
Or cancer or make a fanatic
A mass epidemic a weapon nefarious
Single mosquito to wipe out malaria
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SINGULARIS

audiovisual performance, 25 min, 2019
Post-digital life forms
The improvement of lifestyle comfort through new technologies can hardly be
ignored today. Search engines that provide us with information as quickly as
possible, medication or sports tips, or gene therapy, in which an advantageous
change in the genes is made to eliminate diseases. All these comforts promise
more and longer quality of life through personalized optimization. Personalized
means tailored to us, everyone has a unique profile with very individual needs.

Singularization
‘SINGULARIS’ deals with biological and information technology granular
processes of postdigital lifeforms. Through ‘Quantified Self Management’
we evolve into improved, elevated persons - singularities. Singularis is a
Granalysator in which collected biological matter is scanned into pointclouds
and through an audiovisual granular system is transformed into synthetic
bodies forming a complex network in a web of interactions.

A Granular System
This singularization of the human being already results in a mass of information
produced. This information is stored, traded and can be retrieved by interested
companies if required. But it can also be fed into machines in order to create
even better personalized products for the singular human being. A granular
system is formed.
How is a granular system to be understood? In computer science, granularity
provides information about the degree of compression of data or describes the
number of subdivisions of an element of a parallel computing architecture. In
communication science, the word “accuracy of fit” is used to refer to information
from the recipient’s point of view. A granular system and its behavior can be
illustrated by a simple example. If you shake a packet of cereals - a granular
system - the larger pieces move upwards and the smaller ones downwards. This
dynamic is called the Brazil-nut effect. Related to a general granular system,
this effect can be interpreted as sorting or breaking down information or as
a picture of the distribution of power. The function of a granular system is to
collect as much accurate data as possible and combine it into a whole.
Synthetic granular bodies Existence as a post-digital life form could thus mean
the dissolution of man into a synthetic granular body that can only exist in a virtual
world. If one looks at the idea of synthetic biology, the body is also interpreted
as a network here. The research area of synthetic biology investigates the
origin of life in its smallest parts in order to be able to synthesize it on different
scales. For example, synthetic genes can be used to design artificial life, such
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as artificial bacteria that lead to a more environmentally friendly product. Synthetic
biology is thus also about controlling life. In combination with granular processes
using intelligent machines, we humans are more comprehensible than ever.

Virtual space
A frequently used software for the creation of virtual worlds is the game development
software Unity. It is not only used in game design but also in art, architecture and
industry. Even without deeper programming knowledge and with some skill you can
build small worlds and explore them virtually. The representations of the objects
are mostly kept in a clean geometric style and one has to ask oneself why artists
simply adopt this aesthetic, especially when they deal with post-digital topics. The
inspirations are often taken from the science fiction genre, many films like “Interstellar”,
by Cristopher Nolan or “Ex Machina” by Alex Garland illustrate a clean aesthetic. But
is postdigitality as perfect and clean as it is portrayed? This is one of the questions
I have addressed in my work by incorporating semi-finished or unfinished objects
that go through a process of granularization. Perfect meets imperfect. Machine on
human.

3D scanning technology
3D scans are created from 360-degree photographs using software. Usually a pure
3D model is created from these scans. I have been intensively involved with 3D
body scanning and learned how to achieve a “perfect scan”. During the whole
experiments I noticed that this scan is actually an end product for the industry.
Before I had completely overlooked in my discovery process that I watch videos of
manufacturers of software that work for the industry. So I deliberately decided to
work on an intermediate step, the so-called 3D point cloud, which can consist of
millions of points. Point clouds are chaotic in their raw form. Since they are also used
as an aesthetic element in architecture and game design, they are also processed so
that they can be used technically. For me, the raw form is the ideal representation of
a post-digital society.

Audiovisual processes in real-time systems
Another main part of my work is working with audiovisual processes in real-time
systems. People as well as computers are real-time systems, both interacting with
their environment. In order to run audiovisual processes in real time, you have to
face some technological challenges. Nowadays quite complex graphical audiovisual
animations can easily be generated in real time. This is more difficult with 3D objects.
You need a powerful graphics processing unit (GPU) to generate three-dimensional
animated objects in real-time. An artist who is a Mac user has to overcome his first
major hurdles before he can even experiment and design.
The objects in my performance respond to audio signals that are converted by
programming and the SuperCollider software. Flying through the virtual world with
audioreactive objects makes it possible to experience processes from different
perspectives.
Another important element is the integration of text material by Vilem Flusser,
“Digitaler Schein” and Stefan Mahle, “Rheology of Granular Matter and Ferrofluids”,
which are reproduced by speech synthesis with an artificial voice and played back
during the individual processes according to a fixed time structure. Text flows into the
audiovisual process as a medium.
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Code for artificial spoken word synthesis
(
// say on different channels - setup
q = q ? ();
q.vox = q.vox ? ();
q.vox.pt = Say.voicesByLang(\pt);
q.vox.de = Say.voicesByLang(\de);
q.vox.en = Say.voicesByLang(\en);
q.vox.fr = Say.voicesByLang(\fr);
// remove Alex
q.vox.en = q.vox.en.select(_.name != \Alex);
q.vox.en = q.vox.en.select(_.name != \Kathy);
MFdef(\saybuf).add(\say, { |text, lang = \en, outChan, voice|
if (text.any(_.isAlpha)) {
		
outChan = outChan ?? { (q.numChans ? 2).rand };
		
voice = voice ?? q.vox.en.collect(_.name).choose;
		try {
SayBuf.prepare((text: text.asString, lang: lang, voice: voice), s, { |b|
				
(“SayBuf” + text.keep(16) + “.. dur:”+ b.duration.round(0.01)).postln;
				(instrument: \saybuf,
					buf: b.bufnum,
					
amp: q.texAmp.value ? 0.5,
					pan: -1, //1.0.rand2.round(0.001),
					voice: voice,
					out: outChan
				).postln.play
			
})
		
}{
			
“MFdef(\saybuf) failed with text %\n\n”.postf(text);
		
}
};
});
)
(
// say on different channels - run
q.vox.en.collect(_.name);
///SZENE1
MFdef(\saybuf).(“gaseous”, \en, 0, [‘Fiona’, ‘Karen’, ‘Moira’, ‘Samantha’].choose);
MFdef(\saybuf).(“solid”, \en, 1, [‘Fiona’, ‘Karen’, ‘Moira’, ‘Samantha’].choose);
MFdef(\saybuf).(“liquid”, \en, 0, [‘Fiona’, ‘Karen’, ‘Moira’, ‘Samantha’].choose);
MFdef(\saybuf).(“A complex problem is presented as a network of granules in which a granule itself can be a network
of smaller granules.”, \en, 0, [‘Fiona’, ‘Karen’, ‘Moira’, ‘Samantha’].choose);
MFdef(\saybuf).(“Computed point elements”, \en, 0, [‘Fiona’, ‘Karen’, ‘Moira’, ‘Samantha’].choose);
MFdef(\saybuf).(“the denser the spread, and the more potential the thinner it is. What we call real and also perceive
and experience in this way are those places, those curvatures or bulges in which the particles are densely scattered
and the potentialities are realized.”, \en, 0, [‘Fiona’, ‘Karen’, ‘Moira’, ‘Samantha’].choose);
MFdef(\saybuf).(“Phase transformation”, \en, 0, [‘Fiona’, ‘Karen’, ‘Moira’, ‘Samantha’].choose);
///SZENE2
MFdef(\saybuf).(“Deformations in the intermediate area”, \en, 0, [‘Fiona’, ‘Karen’, ‘Moira’, ‘Samantha’].choose);
MFdef(\saybuf).(“You can shear a granular system at different speeds without changing the applied voltages. Such a
system is also called perfectly plastic.”, \en, 0, [‘Fiona’, ‘Karen’, ‘Moira’, ‘Samantha’].choose);
MFdef(\saybuf).(“Dissipation and symmetry”, \en, 0, [‘Fiona’, ‘Karen’, ‘Moira’, ‘Samantha’].choose);
MFdef(\saybuf).(“oculus compositus”, \en, 0, [‘Fiona’, ‘Karen’, ‘Moira’, ‘Samantha’].choose);
MFdef(\saybuf).(“quotation marks below, we, quotation marks above, are a node of possibilities, which realizes itself
the more, the more densely it rafft the possibilities buzzing in itself and around it”, \en, 0, [‘Fiona’, ‘Karen’, ‘Moira’,
‘Samantha’].choose);

Singularis performance at Centre Pompidou, West Bund Museum, Shanghai

///SZENE3
MFdef(\saybuf).(“Solution for granular entropy”, \en, 0, [‘Fiona’, ‘Karen’, ‘Moira’, ‘Samantha’].choose);
MFdef(\saybuf).(“body-dissolving projects”, \en, 0, [‘Fiona’, ‘Karen’, ‘Moira’, ‘Samantha’].choose);
MFdef(\saybuf).(“dilatancy”, \en, 0, [‘Fiona’, ‘Karen’, ‘Moira’, ‘Samantha’].choose);
MFdef(\saybuf).(“A pile of granular grains will form an unmanageable number of contacts under mechanical stress,
whereby “chains of force” are formed which transport the information of the transfer of force through the body.”, \
en, 0, [‘Fiona’, ‘Karen’, ‘Moira’, ‘Samantha’].choose);
MFdef(\saybuf).(“mesocosmos”, \en, 0, [‘Fiona’, ‘Karen’, ‘Moira’, ‘Samantha’].choose);
MFdef(\saybuf).(“body-dissolving projects”, \en, 0, [‘Fiona’, ‘Karen’, ‘Moira’, ‘Samantha’].choose);
SZENE3
MFdef(\saybuf).(“Apparatuses for realizing intra-human, inter-human and extra-human possibilities thanks to exact
calculatory thinking.”, \en, 0, [‘Fiona’, ‘Karen’, ‘Moira’, ‘Samantha’].choose);
MFdef(\saybuf).(“odigital appearance”, \en, 0, [‘Fiona’, ‘Karen’, ‘Moira’, ‘Samantha’].choose);
MFdef(\saybuf).(“sandbox ecosystem”, \en, 0, [‘Fiona’, ‘Karen’, ‘Moira’, ‘Samantha’].choose);
MFdef(\saybuf).(“Grains of a granulate carry out random, undirected movements among themselves and one can
introduce a mesoscopic, granular temperature Tg, which absorbs these degrees of freedom.”, \en, 0, [‘Fiona’,
‘Karen’, ‘Moira’, ‘Samantha’].choose);
MFdef(\saybuf).(“The alternative worlds are not realities
cling to data cling to facts but artificially produced cling to facts.”, \en, 0, [‘Fiona’, ‘Karen’, ‘Moira’, ‘Samantha’].
choose);
MFdef(\saybuf).(“In order to prevent the particles from collapsing into a clump, the suspension has to be artificially
stabilised. This results in steric rejection.”, \en, 0, [‘Fiona’, ‘Karen’, ‘Moira’, ‘Samantha’].choose);
MFdef(\saybuf).(“Phase transformation”, \en, 0, [‘Fiona’, ‘Karen’, ‘Moira’, ‘Samantha’].choose);
MFdef(\saybuf).(“You can shear a granular system at different speeds without changing the applied voltages. Such
a system is also called perfectly plastic.”, \en, 0, [‘Fiona’, ‘Karen’, ‘Moira’, ‘Samantha’].choose);
SZENE4
MFdef(\saybuf).(“We can no longer be subjects, because there are no more objects whose subjects we could be,
and no hard core that could be the subject of any object.”, \en, 0, [‘Fiona’, ‘Karen’, ‘Moira’, ‘Samantha’].choose);
)
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IDENT

1 channel video, 4:15 min, loop, 2019
Ident is a machine that produces virtual clones of a 3D scanned
body. Through cyberspace, a redefinition of the self emerges, at
the same time an insecurity about body and identity boundaries.
How will identity be defined in the future, when the possibilities of
reproduction blur the boundaries?
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MOLECULAR MACHINA - VALUE OF LIFE
sound installation, 2019

Value of life - MOLECULAR MACHINA is an audiovisual installation that makes the
molecular processes involved in Epigenetics tangible and accessible in an audiovisual
fashion.The project not only examines biochemical cycles, but deals with the awareness
with which we confront living beings. The environment influences how the genetic code
stored in DNA is interpreted. This phenomenon and related ones are collectively termed
Epigenetics.
Two genetic synthesizers constantly interpret genetic codes through sonification. One is
interpreting real genetic code and shows how the encoded proteins sound. The other,
based on an artificial neural network, is interpreting an artificial code and shows how the
encoded enzymes work. A network of plants constitutes the environment that influences
the genetic synthesizers through epigenetic processes. Molecular Machina consists of
various projects and workshops that deal with biological systems.
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MOLECULAR MACHINA

audiovisual performance, 15 min, 2018
How to bring the systems to life?
We experiment with algorithms as a software simulation and with different
materials: Raspberry Pi, sensors, electronic waste, wood, sand, stones, etc..
The results are presented as an audiovisual installation to allow an immersive
access to the molecular worlds.

Performance at Spektrum Berlin, sonification with data of plant, a turing algorithm
and the Brenda database, live animation with light and objects
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PLANTISONICS

installation und performance, artistic reseach project, 2018-2019

The landscape of plant breeders in Germany is diverse. There are many medium-sized
and large breeding companies which adapt a wide variety of useful plant species
to the different soil, water and temperature conditions in Germany. Wheat, rapeseed and potatoes in particular have been intensively cultivated. Over the years the
breeding techniques have changed and this has influenced the variety development.
Important characteristics of the individual plant species, whether for the producer,
the processing industry, the trade or the consumer, have been identified and specifically changed. There are many examples of this: Typical characteristics of potatoes
are their susceptibility to fungi and pests, the colour of the tuber, its shape, size
and consistency when cooked. Long wheat stalks often fold in strong winds and are
difficult to harvest. For this reason, breeders bred varieties with the characteristic
short stalks. The breeding history of useful plants is very complex. With the help of
sonification, the complexity of modern plant breeding in the 20th century can be
portrayed in sound. It can be used to make large, multidimensional data sets audible
and comprehensible in sounds and noises. The PlantiSonics project is the result of
the productive integration of artistic aesthetic expertise with the working methods
of scientific sonification research. From Arabidopsis Thaliana to wheat and potatoes,
data records from the ‘Bundessortenamt Germany and the National Center for Biotechnology Information were translated into sound.

1. installation, 2. potato performance

Artists:
Alberto de Campo, Thomas Hack, Kathrin Hunze
Scientists:
Dr. Julia Diekämper, Museum für Naturkunde
Marcus Gammel, Deutschlandfunk Kultur
Dr. Thomas Hermann, Universität Bielefeld
Dr. Henrike Perner, DIALOG GEA
Dr. Matthias Arlt, PLANT 2030
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ABSTRACT PERIPHERIES

sound installation, artistic research project, 2018
How does an AI’s abstract concept of two peripheral urban districts
compare to that of humans? Artificial intelligence (AI) is increasingly
becoming a vital technological tool, pervading various aspects of our
lives. Artificially intelligent systems are used to evaluate and categorise
real data, and thus, ultimately, reality itself. For this reason, it is essential
to understand the mistakes an AI can make and the concept of reality it
develops. Neural networks are a particular kind of an artificially intelligent
system. Like the human brain, neural networks are plastic systems which
can change and adapt depending on the input they receive. This process
of adaptation is what we call “learning”, or, in the context of a specific
task, “training”.
In this project, we trained a neural network to distinguish between images
of the urban landscapes of Biesdorf and Marzahn in Berlin. These images
are taken from Google Street View. The trained network is able to say with
high certainty whether an image from one of the two districts is showing
either a scene in Biesdorf or Marzahn.
The interesting thing about neural networks is that we do not fully
understand how they “understand”. However, we know that our neural
network learns by developing a “general image”, or “abstract concept”
of Biesdorf and Marzahn. Then it compares given images to this abstract
concept in order to decide whether it is “seeing” Biesdorf or Marzahn.
In this project we try to understand this abstract concept learned by the
neural network. Thus we try to answer the question: What is Biesdorf,
and what is Marzahn, for an AI? And how does the AI’s abstract concept
of these two districts compare to the same abstract concept for humans?
In order to answer these questions we use images of Marzahn and transform
them in a particular way until the trained neural network thinks that they
are images of Biesdorf, and vice versa. This transformation is achieved by
introducing several mutations to an image of, say, Marzahn, and keeping
only the mutations which, according to the neural network, are more
“Biesdorf-like”, while discarding the others. We continue to mutate the
image until the neural network is, say, 95% sure that the mutated image
is showing Biesdorf and not Marzahn. Doing this with several images,
we uncover the AI’s abstract image of these two districts. We als go one
step further and sonify the AI’s abstract concept. To this end, we visualise
existing musical compositions in the form of a still image. We mutate this
image until the AI classifies it either as Biesdorf or as Marzahn. Reversing
the visualisation process, we obtain a new composition which for the
AI “sounds like Biesdorf”, or “sounds like Marzahn”. This enables us to
understand the AI’s abstract concept of the two districts also on a sonic
level.
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SCORE OF ABSTRACTION
audiovisual performance, 2018

In “Into the Universe of Technical Images”, Vilém Flusser writes about different
steps how we abstract the concrete and make ourselves subjects of an objective
world. The concrete reality can be abstracted in several steps from four-dimensional space-time continuum to zero-dimensional points. These points can be
recombined, calculated, and computed to form a higher-dimensional abstract
reality. The objective world itself becomes a projection of these possibilities.
Complex behaviors, whether in feedback systems, chaotic circuits, social systems
and/or computer programs are fascinating objects of study. The performance
“A Score of Abstraction” explores the possible spaces of such systems. Based
on Flusser’s thoughts, the performers design, build and program their own
audio-visual/other performance systems based on a variety of devices, such as
sensors, analog electronics, and different software syntheses.
Performed by Alberto de Campo, Haye Heerten, Kathrin Hunze, Lucas Maia
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IPS-STRUCTURES

digital print, 118,9 x 84,1 cm, artistic research project, 2017-18
The relation between nature and art and the area of tension between naturality
and artificiality are a constant source of scientific and social discourse. The
principal and most essential questions arising are: Where are the borders and
similarities between those seemingly disparate concepts? Can a true symbiosis
of these elements exist, can they ever be in equilibrium?
"iPS Structures II" is the result of digital manipulation of two source images.
One of them can be thought of as an induced pluripotent stem (iPS) cell.
Like an iPS cell, the iPS-image has been transformed into a primordial
form, embodying an almost infinite potential for differentiation. The second
image provided the nutrient solution and skeleton in which the iPS-image
could multiply and grow structures. This growth was further stimulated and
influenced by the application of digital image filters, serving a purpose much
like molecular biological vectors. The endless complexity of nature is the result
of simple base objects composed and manipulated according to simple rules
in many individual simple steps. This image (one of a series of five) displays a
tiny yet powerful fraction of this complexity.
This project has been be displayed in the exhibition “Infinite Potentials” SciArt
Center at ArtCell (Cambridge, U.K.) and New York Hall of Science (New York
City), in collaboration with the Cambridge Stem Cell Institute.
»Artist in Research« at Prof. Dr. Martin Zenke’s group in the Department
Cell Biology of the RWTH Aachen/Uniklinik Aachen, Helmholtz Institute for
Biomedical Technology
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SURVEILLANCE SUITE
audiovisual performance, 2017

The Surveillance Suite is a multifaceted audiovisual performance which looks at
current Slovakia affairs in cybersecurity and surveillance.
Based on recent research by sociologist Terezie Loksova on the practices and
implications of public surveillance in the local context of Zilina, we turn multiple
data sources into acoustic and visual experiences that zoom back in time and out
in space toward a global perspective on the issues.
The ensemble’s palette includes a wide range of strategies and means, from
spatial sonification and 3D visualisation, computational tactics like networked live
coding, data scraping, multilingual speech synthesis and processing, to vintage
technology in the form of electrical horns and mechanical sirens. Presented at
Nova Synagoga Zilina.
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The Society of Non-Trivial
Pursuits:
Alberto de Campo
Haye Heerten
Hannes Hoelzl
Daniel Hromada
Kathrin Hunze
Arik Kofranek
Franz Milec

with the participation of:
Thomas Hack
Echo Ho
Magdalena Kobzova¡
kyberia.sk
Terezie Loksova¡
Julia Scher

above ‘Kataster’ files imported in realtime, below mobilephone live tracking
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AUDIOVISUAL ANA
OF THE GENETIC CODE
SYSTEM IN A SYSTEM

sound/ video/ sculpture installation, artistic research project, 2016-2018

Part I - Audiovisual analysis of the genetic code

Signs and sign systems, i.e. codes, are part of our daily life. Some of them are simple
and intuitively comprehensible. Others are complex and difficult to understand for
non-experts. Nevertheless they play an important role in our everyday social life. A
prominent example are the various codes used in digital information technology.
These have been developed and optimized over decades and can be considered a
major triumph of the human mind.
It is fascinating to realize that nature was a pioneer in that respect. The genetic code,
basis of all life, is structurally very similar to the digital codes developed by humans
and by now we understand how efficient and highly developed the genetic code is.
In our bodies as much as in the bodies of all living beings processes analogous to
processes in computers, which however seem to be rather abstract to most of us,
constantly occur.
Aim of this work is to enable us to experience this fascination. To this avail the genetic
code is analyzed from the perspective of semiotics. Inspired by the code itself, a sign
system is developed and used to display two important mechanisms of the genetic
code, transcription and translation, as audiovisual processes. In particular this should
make it possible to transport microscopic processes, usually invisible to us, into our
macroscopic reality. This aim shall be achieved by an audiovisual room installation.
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Change of sign system
Biology:
DNA system with the nucleobases Adenine, Cytosine, Thymine, Guanine (A, C, T, G) transcribed to
RNA system with nucleobases Adenine, Cytosine,
Uracil, Guanine (A, C, U, G).

Uracil

Adenine

Cytosine

Guanine

New sign system: font «Base»
N becomes a square, NH a 2-square rectangle and
NH2 a 3-square rectangle. NH can be vertical or
horizontal. O becomes a circle, in order to reflect
the chemical distinction between O and N.

N

NH

NH2

O

TRANSCRIPTION
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Acoustic semantics: score synthesis
Acoustic semantics: score synthesis
1. rule: The grid of the visual symbol is identified with a
1. rule: The grid of the visual symbol is identified with a
grid indicating pitch levels. The visual grid consists of 12
grid indicating pitch levels. The visual grid consists of 12
colums and 12 rows, meaning that 12 semitones can be
colums and 12 rows, meaning that 12 semitones can be
encoded. The second row from the top is set as as a “C”.
encoded. The second row from the top is set as as a “C”.
2. rule: The geometric shapes are divided in three groups:
2. rule: The geometric shapes are divided in three groups:
horizontal shapes (square, horizontal rectangles), vertical
horizontal shapes (square, horizontal rectangles), vertical
shapes (vertical rectangles) and circles. Each group is
shapes (vertical rectangles) and circles. Each group is
assigned a specific sound, whose pitch is modulated
assigned a specific sound, whose pitch is modulated
depending on the vertical position of the shape in the
depending on the vertical position of the shape in the
symbol. The sounds are generated by software synthesizers
symbol. The sounds are generated by software synthesizers
selected and configured by myself.
selected and configured by myself.

›
›
›

3. rule: The sequence is read and played from left to right.
3. rule: The sequence is read and played from left to right.
The horizontal size of a shape determines the length of the
The horizontal size of a shape determines the length of the
sound played. The total horizontal size of the visual symbol
sound played. The total horizontal size of the visual symbol
corresponds to a full bar.
corresponds to a full bar.

a sound
a sound

a sound
a sound

a sound
a sound

C
CH
HAS
A
AS
AGIS
G
GIS
FIS
G
F
FIS
FE
EDIS
DIS

Sound length depends on
Sound length depends on
geometric form
geometric form

Pitch is modulated depending on
Pitch is modulated depending on
vertical position
vertical position

4. rule: There can be several sounds at different pitch level
4. rule: There can be several sounds at different pitch level
played simultaneously. These form harmonies.
played simultaneously. These form harmonies.

These rules imply that in my interpretation of translation a
These rules imply that in my interpretation of translation a
musical piece is generated which is encoded in the long
musical piece is generated which is encoded in the long
character string of »Base«-glyphs, corresponding to the
character string of »Base«-glyphs, corresponding to the
biological mRNA.
biological mRNA.

TRANSLATION

C
CH
HAS
A
AS
AGIS
G
GIS
FIS
G
F
FIS
FE
EDIS
DIS
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1. BASE

+

+

+

90°

180°

1. BASE

Visual semantics: combination rules

+

1. rule: Select one of the many codons of the group
of codons which biologically encode the same
information, i.e. the same amino acid. Selection is done in such a way that the resulVisual semantics: combination rules
ting audiovisual object differs from the one
assigned to the other 19 codon groups.
1. rule: Select one of the many codons of the group
of codons which biologically
the same
2. rule: The encode
three »Base«-Glyphs
of a codon are
information, i.e. the
samebyamino
acid. Selecadded
overlaying
them.
tion is done in such a way that the resulting audiovisual object
differs
from the one
3. rule:
The overlayed
symbol is rotaded clockwise
assigned to the other
19 codon
depending
on groups.
the first base (U = 0 degrees, G = 90
degrees, A = 180 degrees, C = 270 degrees). The
2. rule: The three »Base«-Glyphs
codon are mirrored depending on
rotated symbol of
is ahorizontally
added by overlaying
them.
third
base (U, A = not mirrored, C, G = mirrored).
3. rule: The overlayed symbol is rotaded clockwise
depending on the first base (U = 0 degrees, G = 90
degrees, A = 180 degrees, C = 270 degrees). The
rotated symbol is horizontally mirrored depending on
third base (U, A = not mirrored, C, G = mirrored).

TRANSLATION

TRANSLATION

+
+

90°

++

180°

+

3. BASE

+

+
0°

+

+

3. BASE

/

+
270°

+

/

+

0°

/

180°

/

+

+

= add

270°

/

+

/

180°

+

= add
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video installation, video stills
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Part II - System in a System
Thalassiosira pseudonana is a species of marine centric diatoms. Diatoms are
eukaryotic, photosynthetic microorganisms, who live in water and in great variety of
forms almost all over the world can be found. Diatoms are single-celled, but often
occur as a colony and their special feature is the hard shell that surrounds the cell.
System in a System represents an excerpt of a protein of clone CCMP 1335 of T.
pseudonana. The protein is visualised with a type system developed for my work
GEN I. Each character represents an amino acid and comes from a visual algorithm
that I have developed.
In the sound composition, the individual amino acids in the form of their codons
were entered and played back by using a gene synthesizer. The gene synthesizer is
System in a System, right side, Museum or Photography

genetic synthesizer
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THE DISSOLUTION OF A CITY
sound installation, 2013-2015

Venice, a city constantly flooded by water and tourist flows. Man and nature
contribute to the dissolution of this city. The knowledge that the city is in a
process of disintegration makes it all the more desirable. It is the attraction of not
being able to grasp it, but still being right in the middle of it, experiencing the
melancholy mood of the city.
People want to capture the process of dissolution, to take photographs to
remember. But what do these images in our memories look like? Which perceptual
images arise in our thoughts, are they audible and do they resemble photographic
images? The less often we call up a memory image in our imagination, the more
blurred it becomes. Also the auditory perception is blurred in our memories or
even no longer audible. Man himself participates in the process of dissolution.
This process is to be presented in the form of a sound book in the context of
the project presented here. Each page of the book illustrates a place in Venice.
If you touch a page at a marked place, the sound technology built into the book
will reproduce the soundscape of the corresponding place. The selection and
order of the images and sounds implies a dramaturgical process that illustrates
the process up to the absolute dissolution of the visual and auditory memory
recording. The medium of the book, through its physical character, represents
a non-perishable value, thus forming in its form a contrast to the documented
phenomenon and trying to counteract it, even if in vain.
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F

1 channel, video installation, 2012
A confrontation with closeness and distance in a dissolution
process. Material created by material experiments is combined
in the form of montage. The sounds were created with field
recordings and with short samples of Mozart's Requiem, which
were changed by time stretching.
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